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Torah Talk with Rabbi Dalton ? 9:45am
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Beginners Israeli Dancing ? 6:30pm
Intermediate Israeli Dancing ? 7:30pm
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Virtual Song Circle with Cantor ? 7:30pm
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Virtual Majorca Spain Trip - 10:00am
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Meet
Rabbi Menachem Creditor,
WJC?s Next
Scholar-in-Residence

December
Virtual Highlights
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When shots rang out at the Sandy Hook Elementary School
in Connecticut on that awful day in December 2012, Rabbi
Menachem Creditor was 3,000 miles away in Berkeley,
California, serving as the spiritual leader of Congregation
Netivot Shalom.

Intermediate Israeli Dancing ? 7:30pm
10 Hanukkah: Candle 1
13 Community Lighting at WJC - 5:00pm

Despite the vast distance, news of the massacre quickly lit an
emotional, spiritual and intellectual fire within Rabbi Creditor.

14 Israeli Dancing ? 7:30pm
15 Torah Talk with Rabbi Dalton ? 9:45am
16 Beginners Israeli Dancing ? 6:30pm
Intermediate Israeli Dancing ? 7:30pm
17 Virtual Song Circle with Cantor ? 7:30pm
Torah Talk with Rabbi Arnowitz ? 7:45pm
18 Hanukkah: Candle 8
21 Israeli Dancing ? 7:30pm
22 Torah Talk with Rabbi Dalton ? 9:45am
23 Beginners Israeli Dancing ? 6:30pm

Already a liturgist for the Rabbinical Assembly of America, he wrote a prayer in the
aftermath of the Sandy Hook shooting that was recited across the nation in countless
synagogues, as well as churches and other houses of worship. He also led a delegation
of Jewish leaders to the Obama White House, a journey that led him to found the
organization Rabbis Against Gun Violence and to edit an anthology that grew out of
that work. Its title: ?None Shall Make Them Afraid,? which draws on the Prophet
Micah?s hope for a world where "every person will sit under their own vine and fig tree,
and none shall make them afraid."

Intermediate Israeli Dancing ? 7:30pm
28 Israeli Dancing ? 7:30pm
29 Torah Talk with Rabbi Dalton ? 9:45am
30 Beginners Israeli Dancing ? 6:30pm
Intermediate Israeli Dancing ? 7:30pm

Youth & Teen Programs
1 Teen: Learning & Conversation - 6:00pm
12 Family Trivia Night ? 7:00pm
13 PJ Library Story Time ? 11:00am

Now the Pearl and Ira Meyer Scholar in Residence at UJA-Federation New York? and
a speaker and writer whose videos and essays have been viewed more than a million
times? Rabbi Creditor will bring his teachings on healing, community, and spiritual
resilience to Westchester Jewish Center, from February 5 to 7, 2021, as our next
Scholar-in-Residence.
Those whose membership at WJC stretches back two decades may remember
Menachem Creditor as a religious school teacher at our Center in the late 90s and
early 00s, even before he had earned his degree from Columbia University and the
Jewish Theology Seminary under the List College program.

Teen Event ? 3:00pm
15 Teen: Learning & Conversation ? 6:00pm
29 Teen: Learning & Conversation ? 6:00pm

Rabbi Jeffrey Arnowitz has an earlier memory: as teenagers in the early 1990s, he and
Rabbi Creditor were bunkmates at Camp Ramah in the Berkshires. Rabbi Creditor
Continued on Page 4
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Connecting by the Light of
Kedusha and by Sharing It
RABBI JEFFREY ARNOWITZ

One of the rare and wonderful qualities
of Hanukkah is that it is a ?home?
holiday. That is, the main mitzvah
involved in observing the holiday,
lighting the hanukkiah, is meant to take
place at home. Why do we light at home
rather than in the synagogue? The
reason we light in the first place is to
spread the news that, ?a great miracle
happened there,? or in Hebrew pirsumei
nisa. In other words, people should look
at our windows, see the beautiful lights
and be reminded of the Hanukkah story;
the more homes with a hanukkiah, the
more effective the pirsumei nisa.
At first it all seems pretty simple, but
when we look a little deeper, profound
ideas are revealed. Why exactly is it so
important to remind people of the
Hanukkah miracle? Perhaps it is not that
particular miracle we want people to
remember, but rather that God is active
in the world and can be detected in
everyday miracles and historical ones.
The lights remind us that God?s
presence and holiness are impacting the
world all the time, though without a
reminder, we may miss this fact. The
lights of the hanuukiah remind us of the
light of God?s holiness in the world.
The prophet Isaiah teaches us to be an
ohr lagoyim, a light among the nations.
This has been interpreted in many ways,
of course, but one is certainly that our
mission as a connected Jewish people is

to share the light of holiness with the
other peoples of the world. In other
words, wherever we find ourselves living,
it is our role to represent God?s holiness
in that place, through being good
neighbors, doing mitzvot, and helping
make God?s holiness apparent to others.
One way we do this is by literally placing
lights in our window on Hanukkah, to
remind others of God?s miracles, making
not only the miracle of Hanukkah
known, but God?s holiness in general.
This might be called pirsumei kedusha.
Hanukkah is a good time to remember
that we are connected as the Jewish
people in our mission to bring kedusha,
holiness, into the world. One way we do
this is by joining together in mitzvot, as
we have an opportunity to do through
our ?Connected by the Light?Hanukkah
programming. Another is by praying
together and invoking God?s holiness in
word, particularly in prayers like the
kaddish and the kedusha. Yet a third
path towards kedusha comes from
studying Torah and Jewish values and
expressing them in the way we live our
lives. All three of these paths to marking
God?s holiness are available to you at
WJC this Hanukkah and always. I hope
you will join us for these opportunities
and together we will shine the light of
kedusha into the darkness.

Virtual Scotch & Study

HONORARY TRUSTEES
Victor Badner
Alan Benet
Dan Berkowitz
LouisBrause
Ruth Brause
BeverlyCannold
David Cannoldz?l
Jill Caslin
Saby Castro z?l
LouiseCohen
BobbyCohen
MartinFreimanz?l
Stuart Gilbert
JulesGorlitz
Cindy Heller
RandyHeller
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Mark Jacoby
GretaKoppel z?l
Jeff Lavine
HowardLazarus
Albert Lefkowitzz?l
JennyLevy z?l
Gail Marcus
Martin Marcus
RichardMelchner
ZabathyMeltzer
AbrahamMizrahi
LennyQueen
ShirleyQueenz?l
Josef Raboyz?l
Marilyn Reader
RonnyRosenbergz?l

Sunday, December 6, at 8:30pm

ElaineStein Roberts
Robert Savinz?l
Sol Schargelz?l
Stuart Schapiro
SareneShanus
GerhardSpiesz?l
NormanTrieger z?l
EdwardWeinbergz?l
SwainWeiner
RhonaWexler
Irving Yasgur z?l
Gerald Zeidner

Join us virtually as we discuss business,
family, and Torah topics led by Rabbi Dalton.
Meeting ID: 8715892 1713

www.wjcenter.org
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Saturday, December 5: Vayishlach

Services & Study

After decades of exile, Jacob returns home, fearful that his brother
Esau will still be angry over the stolen birthright and blessing. The night
before he is to reenter Canaan he has a dream, wrestling with an angel
and ultimately overcoming it, and his name changes to Israel. Jacob
and Esau meet again, peacefully, with their families. Later, Jacob?s
daughter Dina is abducted by Shechem and assaulted. Jacob?s sons
Shimon and Levi trick the Shechemites and bring her home. Benjamin
is born and Rachel dies in childbirth.

To view times or join any of our virtual services,
please click on the links communicated via
email and posted at wjcenter.org/ virtual.

Weekdays at 7:30am; Sunday at 8:00am:
Morning Virtual Minyan Service
Led by one of our clergy; we will gather virtually.
Please note that this is not the same as saying
kaddish when an in-person minyan is present.

Saturday, December 12: Vayeshev
Joseph?s story begins here, with his telling his brothers about his dreams
that seem to indicate that he will be ruler over them. Angry and bitter,
they fight and sell him into slavery. Ultimately, Joseph ends up a slave
in Egypt, serving as the head of a wealthy man?s household. The man?s
wife attempts to seduce him and Joseph is thrown into jail, where he
interprets the dreams of pharaoh?s wine steward and baker, also
imprisoned. Joseph tells the steward that he will be pardoned, but the
baker that he will be executed, and this is exactly what happens. The
steward returns to his post, so relieved to be free that he forgets all
about Joseph and his help.

Saturday, December 19: Miketz
Joseph is still in jail. When the pharaoh starts having nightmares, the
wine steward remembers Joseph?s talents and tells pharaoh all about
him. Joseph is summoned and interprets pharaoh?s dream? there will
be seven years of plenty, followed by seven years of famine. Pharaoh
hires Joseph to manage the distribution of food and he ends up in
command of all of Egypt. Egypt is saved but the famine devastates
Joseph?s family in Canaan. They come to beg for food and don?t
recognize Joseph. Joseph tricks the brothers into bringing Benjamin
and when they arrive, he frames Benjamin for stealing his special cup. It
seems he wants to keep Benjamin with him while the rest of the
brothers can go home and starve.

Sunday-Thursday at 7:00pm:
Evening Virtual Mincha Minyan
A 15-minute opportunity to be together for afternoon
prayers and an opportunity to say the Mourner?s Kaddish.
Please note that this is not the same as saying
kaddish when an in-person minyan is present.

Tuesday at 9:45-10:45am:
Torah with Rabbi Dalton
Rabbi Dalton's weekly parsha class.
Thursday at 7:45pm:
?Saturday Morning Torah?with Rabbi Arnowitz
Rabbi Arnowitz will be teaching "Unlocking the
Spirituality of the Siddur," diving into the prayers' history
to understand their deeper wisdom and relevance.
Please note: This month, Rabbi Arnowitz will only
be teaching on Thursday, December 17.

Friday at sundown (check weekly emails):
Shabbat Evening Services
Join us on the live stream for Kabbalat Shabbat
and Ma?ariv with a Shabbat Dvar Torah
by one of our rabbis.
Saturday at 8:30-9:00am:
Saturday Morning Parsha Study
Rabbi Arnowitz explores the weekly Torah portion
before leading the Morning service (solo).

Saturday, December 26: Vayigash
Joseph?s story comes to a close. Judah begs for Benjamin to be freed
and offers himself in Benjamin?s place. Overcome by emotion, Joseph
reveals himself to his brothers and convinces them to move the family,
including father Jacob, to Egypt.

Link to a source-sheet, to be printed before Shabbat,
will be emailed with the Friday Shabbat email.

Saturday at 10:00am:
Shabbat Morning Services
Rabbi Arnowitz will daven the Introductory and Morning
services solo from 9:00-9:45am. Join us via live stream.

I N MEMORIAM
With sadnessour congregation notesthe passing of
Stanley Ostow.
A member of our Center for many years, he will be remembered
for his dignity and thoughtfulness. Predeceased by his wife
Barbara, our condolences go out to his children,
Elizabeth, Lawrence, and Michael, and family.
December 2020 - The WJC Review
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Saturday:
Havdalah with WJC
An online service where we send out the sweetness of
Shabbat and prepare for the week to come. There will
also be an opportunity to say the Mourner?s Kaddish.
Please note that this is not the same as saying
kaddish when an in-person minyan is present.
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Cover story continued from Page 1

CENTER OF
recalled a young Rabbi Arnowitz befriending him and introducing him to
three albums: David Bowie?s ?Changes,? Queen?s ?Greatest Hits,? and the
soundtrack to ?Jesus Christ Superstar.?
Camp Ramah (of all places) would later put on its own production of ?Jesus
Christ Superstar,?with Rabbi Creditor in the role of Jesus (adapted as a false
messiah with the name Shabtai Tzvi.)
Rabbi Creditor never lost his musical chops, and went on to create six
albums of original music, including the global Jewish anthem, ?Olam Chesed
Yibaneh.? He and his wife, the singer and songwriter Neshama Carlebach,
share five children.
Said Rabbi Arnowitz: ?Rabbi Creditor?s unique balance of fealty to classical
Jewish values and devotion to modern-day ethical causes makes him a
valuable and unique voice in our community.?
Working with Karen Everett and Myra Glajchen, co-chairs of the Adult
Education Committee, Rabbi Creditor has planned four talks for
Scholar-in-Residence Weekend, which will be available via virtual platforms.

COMMUNITY

Synagogue Family
Mazel Tov and Best Wishes to Dvora Rabino and
Herb Leventer on the birth of a grandson, Coby
(Jacob), to Yoni and Naomi Ray Rabino? Jennifer
and Jeffrey Lavine and Betty Weissman on the
birth of twin grand and great-granddaughters, Yael
Zara and Shira Brielle, to Rikki Lavine and Joshua
Lavine? Susan and Barry Lewen on the marriage of
their son, Michael, to Madeline Hendricks. Adele &
Bob Shansky on the engagement of their son, Aaron
to Shuli Rank? Gail & Marty Marcus on the birth of a
granddaughter, Lena Frieda to Eliot Marcus and
Stephie Schulze.

Condolences

On Friday evening, he will speak about ?Strengthening the Spirit in the
Zoom World.? In a conversation from his home in White Plains, Rabbi
Creditor said he would touch on themes of ?expanding our circle of
belonging and sharing responsibility?as well as ?strengthening the self in this
very ragged American moment.?

Our deepest sympathy is extended to the Ostow
Family on the loss of our longtime member, Stanley
Ostow.

His Shabbat morning sermon is titled ?Cultivating an Evolving Jewish
Community,? in which he said he will explore ?what does it mean to be a
Jewish community in an ever-changing world,? including a community
currently knitted together via technology.

with SH M U LI K GO V- A RI

Following Havdalah, he will talk about ?Judaism as an Essential Ingredient for
a Healing World.? He explained: ?Judaism for its own sake is a strange
concept in Jewish terms. We weren?t created simply to be. We were created
to bring light into the world. During this time of global fragility what can we
bring to the world that it doesn?t already have? What is our responsibility as
Jews in the world??
Finally, on Sunday morning, Rabbi Creditor and his camp friend Rabbi
Arnowitz will reunite for an interactive discussion titled ?Spiritual Resilience
for Families.?

Zoom Israeli Dance
Regular (Advanced) sessions:
Mondays, 7:30pm
MEETING ID: 869 7927 8223
PASSWORD: rikudayam8
Intermediate sessions:
Wednesdays, 7:30pm
MEETING ID: 828 8946 7769
PASSWORD: rikudayam8
"Pure" Beginners dance sessions:
Wednesdays, 6:30pm
Participants are welcome to continue dancing
in the 7:30pm session that follows
MEETING ID:

828 8946 7769
rikudayam8

PASSWORD:

That conversation, Rabbi Creditor said, is intended to be especially helpful
for parents and grandparents, as we acknowledge ?the pain that our children
have been in? and then seek to do the ?inner work? as adults and caregivers
that can increase our ability to instill flexibility and endurance in others. To
learn more about Scholar-in-Residence Weekend, visit wjcenter.org/scholar.
4
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First time attending? Please email
Marc Karell at mamaromarc@gmail.com
for the registration link.
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PRESIDENT?S CORNER

STATE OF THE SHUL
SETH SCHAFLER
Last year at this time, I reported to you that we had just gone
through one of the most significant transitions in WJC?s history
with the hiring of a new senior Rabbi and had come out even
stronger. Five months later, the COVID pandemic struck. We
had to stop in-person attendance, close our building, and shift
to virtual programming and religious services overnight.
Talk about transitions. It is now seven months into the
pandemic, and we have achieved some amazing
accomplishments. But we are not out of the woods yet.
On the plus side, we had a hugely successful virtual Gala
honoring Rabbi Segelman? the most successful in the Shul?s
history, with the help of our Gala chairs Bobby Cohen, Jennifer
Winters, and Jenny Cook. With the help of our Senior Rabbi
transition committee, led by Sarene Shanus and Susie Miller,
we installed Rabbi Arnowitz, and with the help of our archivist,
Jill Caslin, we celebrated our centennial as a synagogue.
We kicked off our WJC Endowment campaign under the
leadership of Ian Winters and Larry Iason, and raised nearly $3
million until the campaign had to be put on temporary pause.
We had a hugely successful Scholar-in-Residence program
with Rabbi Sharon Brous, thanks to the leadership of Myra
Glatchen and Karen Everett.
When COVID hit we went virtual without a hitch, with the
support of our talented Officer for Communications Evan
Schapiro and Communications Director Katie Schlientz.
Our COVID-19 Task Force, consisting of lay leaders and
dedicated medical professionals from within our community,
has guided us and continues to guide us every step of the way.
Cindy Heller and the Bikur Cholim committee mobilized
volunteers, made calls, and had meals delivered to the most
vulnerable in our community.
Before the summer, we restarted and are continuing our daily
minyan and Shabbat services with limited in-person
attendance, and Shabbat morning services broadcast by high
quality live stream.
December 2020 - The WJC Review

WJC PRESIDENT
With the help of our High Holiday Task Force, led by Susan
Miller and Beth Jaret, we put together an impressive array of
High Holiday programming and had meaningful High Holiday
services, including a very successful Kol Nidre campaign.
Our ECC opened its doors in September under the leadership
of Ann Pardes and our Religious School has been operating
virtually under the leadership of Aleza Kulp. Our office staff,
led by the indefatigable David Goldstein, kept the ship afloat
through these turbulent waters.
Cantor Goldberg, while welcoming a second child, continued
to inspire us with his davening and musicality. With the help of
our Assistant Rabbi search committee, led by Mia Mandel and
Marty Marcus, and our transition task force, led by Elise Dowell
and Joanna Liebman, we hired and introduced to our
community a new and wonderful Assistant Rabbi, Rabbi
Cornelia Dalton, whose teaching and divre Torah have already
inspired us.
Under the leadership of Mark Berger we received $150,000 in
grants to upgrade our security infrastructure.

Jose Luis and the custodial staff kept our premises
operations going, although Jose Luis lost his mother to
COVID during the past year, and recently, himself
became ill with the virus. I am happy to report that he is
feeling much better. We are grateful for the selfless
service Jose Luis continues to provide this community.
I am constantly amazed and deeply grateful for the
generosity of those in our community who have really
stepped up and provided essential financial support
during this past year. Thank you so much. Your generosity
has sustained us and enabled us to continue our mission.
To continue reading Seth?s State of the Shul, please visit
www.wjcenter.org.

www.wjcenter.org
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Weekly Youth Services
Friday at 3:00pm:
Torah for Tots
Little ones along with their grown-up are invited to join our Torah
for Tots leader Diane Holsten for an age-appropriate pre-Shabbat
experience. Together we will sing songs, read a special story, and
welcome Shabbat together.
Join us via Zoom: 979 8729 8787

Bringing ECC Indoors
DIRECTOR, EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER

When signing onto Zoom please have your device labeled with your child?s name.

Up until recently, ECC has been held in our outdoor
classrooms. We plan to continue with our current success
weather permitting. When we are forced to move indoors, we
will follow our licensing guidelines. Our goal will be to remain
outdoors for as much of the day as possible, but the
likelihood is that we will decide on a combination of indoor
and outdoor activities.

Friday at 3:00pm:
Youth Services
We invite WJC kids Pre-B?nei Mitzvah age to join us for our
pre-Shabbat service led by one of our Shabbat leaders.

ANN PARDES

For times we may need to be indoors, classes will:
- Remain in pods in their indoor classrooms. Children or staff
will not co-mingle.
- Be assigned exclusive use of a bathroom in the building.
- Be assigned daily indoor space for gross motor play such as
the gym, reception room, activity center, or youth lounge.
Every class will have an opportunity to utilize all of our
indoor spaces during the week.
In addition:
- All classrooms, indoor spaces used for gross motor play,
bathrooms, and hallways will be cleaned and disinfected
using our UV light system after the children and staff have
left for the day.
- Each classroom and all hallways have a HEPA 13 air
filtration system.
- Our ECC and maintenance staff will clean and disinfect
toys, counters, tables, chairs, diaper changing areas, toilets,
sinks, and other surfaces as needed using a prescribed
bleach and water solution while the children are present in
school.
- Separating the ECC staff from the rest of the WJC office
staff and operations in the building by moving our Teacher
Resource Room to dedicated ECC space and moving
Carol's office out of the WJC Main Office to Room 2-2
(next to my office).
We are committed to having ?in-person? ECC as long as we
are able to do so in a safe and healthy indoor or outdoor
environment.

Join us via Zoom: 862 0590 2607

Sharing Light with our
Community
ALEZA KULP

EDUCATIONAL DIRECTOR
& PROGRAM COORDINATOR

Helping our congregation find community over the High Holidays
was not an easy task? creating connection outside the walls of the
synagogue was a real challenge!
Hanukkah comes with new challenges. Not only is the weather
colder and unpredictable in December, but Hanukkah tends to be
a holiday spent at home with family and friends.
Thanks to our clergy, professional, custodial, and kitchen staff, we
have the most amazing and fun Hanukkah planned for all eight
nights! Yes, we have set out to share the light of Hanukkah with
everyone at WJC for the entire holiday.
A highlight of the week will be our Community Gathering Sunday,
December 13. Thanks to the amazing creativity of our own Jose,
we will have a life size Hanukkiyah outside for us to light together
as a community. We will recite the blessings of Hanukkah and be
thankful we are all able to gather together as one. Delicious donuts
in a Hanukkah gift bag with lots of fun holiday treats will be
distributed to all who attend our gathering. We will also light the
Hanukkiyah each evening during our minyan time, host a PJ
Library Story Time, offer a magician for kids, and come together
for a fun zoom trivia night led by our very own Bill Natbony after
Shabbat on December 12.
Each night promises to be filled with fun and hope for a bright
holiday. I hope you will join us!

Wishing you a peaceful and healthy Hanukkah!
6
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SOJAC

Annual Holiday Drive
RUTH OBERNBREIT & JUDY YAVITZ

SOJAC

Local families affiliated with The Community Resource Center (CRC) in
Mamaroneck have the same challenges as we do? children are stuck at home
during this unsettling pandemic. What they often do not have are the
necessary means to make the days as stimulating as possible.
Please consider donating new and unwrapped educational toys, activity
books, art/craft sets and materials, books, puzzles, games ($20-30 price
range) for almost 154 families with toddlers, teens, and children in between
during our Annual Holiday Drive December 11-15.
Of course you can also send gifts from any online vendor of your choice, but
you can double your mitzvah and keep local stores in business! Toy Box (300
W. Boston Post Road in Mamaroneck) will curate our wish list, offer WJC
buyers a 20% discount, and hold items until December 15 when SOJAC will
pick up all to deliver to the CRC. Pick out your gift in person or make
arrangements by phone at 914-698-7110.
Since collecting at the synagogue is now prohibited, Judy Yavitz is
spearheading this effort, graciously offering to accept deliveries of new and
unwrapped items at her home only from December 11-15:
Judy Yavitz, 3 Larch Lane, Larchmont, New York, 10538.
If you have any questions, please email Judy at jyavitz@deybllp.com.

Save the Date:
January 24: Join us Sunday morning for a viewing of ?John Lewis:
Good Trouble,?an inspirational documentary about the exemplary
life and work of the late congressman and civil rights luminary.
The film will be followed by an exclusive WJC interview with
director Dawn Porter. Watch for details online and via email! This
event is sponsored by SOJAC and The World Jewry Committee.

December 2020 - The WJC Review
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Cooking for Hanukkah
Try these two latkes recipes from our very own Tami Arnowitz.
POTATO LATKES

Makes 6 servings

Ingredients
- 2 cups Idado potato, cubed
- 3 Yukon Gold potatoes, peeled and shredded
- 1onion, shredded
- 2 eggs
- 3 tablespoons matzo meal
- 1teaspoon kosher salt
- 1/4 cup and 2 tablespoons vegetable oil
Directions
1. Bring a large pot of salted water to a boil. Add Idaho potatoes
and cook until tender but still firm, about 15 minutes. Drain,
cool and mash.
2. In a medium bowl, mix shredded Yukon Gold potatoes,
mashed potatoes and onion. Add in eggs, matzo meal and
salt; mix well.
3. Feel consistency of the dough; mixture should hold together
without being sticky. If it sticks to your hands, add more matzo
meal until dough is no longer sticky.
4. In a large skillet over medium heat, warm enough oil or butter
or margarine to cover 1/4 inch of the skillet.
5. When hot, drop mixture by heaping tablespoon to oil; flatten
with a spatula and cook on both sides until golden brown.
Serve.
APPLE LATKES

Makes 10-12 servings

Ingredients
- 3 medium apples (we used golden delicious)
- 2 oz matzah meal
- 1.5 tbsp sugar
- 2 eggs beaten
- pinch of cinnamon
- pinch of salt
- 1-2 tbsp water
- oil for frying
Directions
1. Combine all ingredients except oil. Mix well.
2. Refrigerate the mixture for 20 minutes.
3. Drop filled teaspoon size circles in oil. Brown both sides and
drain.
4. If reheating, brown one side and heat with other side up in
oven.
5. Serve with cinnamon and sugar or sour cream (or all).

8
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Virtual Travel: Majorca Spain
HOLLY ROSEN FINK CHAIR, WORLD JEWRY COMMITTEE

Sunday, December 6, 10:00am
Join the World Jewry Committee and the WJC Sisterhood Sunday,
December 6 at 10:00am for a very special presentation by Jewish
tour guide/travel educator, Dani Rotstein, to travel virtually through
the streets of Jewish Mallorca in Spain.
Here?s how Rotstein got into the business of Jewish travel:
?After volunteering with the synagogue and founding Limud
Mallorca, I finally decided to make the final leap of faith?to leave
my work as a TV commercial producer and open up an educational
tourism company called Jewish Majorca. Our mission is to offer an
interactive learning experience that engages both visitors and
residents alike and sparks further curiosity.
The fact that international tourism has been temporarily shut down
has actually encouraged us to do what we have always been
wanting to do? go online and share the Jewish, Converso, and
Chueta history of Mallorca to the global audience.
We believe what is happening in Mallorca is inspiring, as we are
currently growing an international community of Jews from around
the globe along with those native to the island who are interested in
returning to their roots. We believe this can also show the rest of
the world that Jews from different backgrounds and ethnicities can
come together in the Diaspora and build a brighter Jewish future
beyachad!?
This is a free event but please register at www.wjcenter.org.

VIRTUAL SONG CIRCLE
December 17 at 7:30pm

Join Westchester Jewish Center and
Temple Israel Center for a Virtual Song Circle
led by Cantors Shoshi and Ethan Levin Goldberg.
We will build community through
song, both by learning new
melodies and practicing
familiar tunes. Each session
will begin with a meditation
to help prepare for Shabbat.
Zoom Meeting ID: 829 7029 6148
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Memorial Fund
In memory of?
Isaac Glassman

WJC Seniors
JILL CASLIN

ARCHIVIST

This article previously appeared in The Review in December 1977
and was written by Jennie Levy z?l.
The group was organized in the fall of 1977 by Alma
Sussman (not a senior). There were originally 70
members and we met once a week. Our president
was Sam Hantman and Jennie Levy was the
treasurer.

From Marlene Teichman
George Abrams
From Marilyn Weisbrot
Lillian Cohen
From Helen Colman & Family
Fannie Markowitz
From Jack Rosenthal
Larry Lewis
From Linda Solomon
Julia Friedman

We planned programs of interest for our
meetings? getting speakers on various topics, we
were entertained by some of our own members, and
we went on trips from time to time. Very few of the original members still belong, but
some of us are still here and come every week for lunch.

From Debra Katz
Albertine Sassoon
From Albert Sassoon
Theodore Korotkin
From Michael & Marcia Korotkin
Steven & Beth Korotkin
Robert Goldfarb

A J.O.Y-ful Look Ahead

From Jaclyn Israel

We will resume J.O.Y. Club activities in the Spring of 2021. If
you have any ideas for future programming, please contact
the co-chairs by email: Judy at jzweig@optonline.net or
Howard at hpzweig@optonline.net.

From Jaclyn Israel

We wish you all a joyous Hanukkah, and a healthy New Year!

Muriel Goldfarb
Morton Fried
From Juliet Konvisser
David Selby
From Bruce Selby
Moses H. Seibald
From Bernhard & Marcia Seibald

SI STERH OOD TREE OF LI FE
Commemorate your joyous occasions by inscribing a leaf
on the WJC Sisterhood Tree of Life.
Contact: Marisa De Sa at thewjcsisterhood@gmail.com

Loraine Schonfeld
From Ileen Greenberg
Allan S. Berger & Martin Fields
From Mark & Marcie Berger
Carol Adler Jeffrey
From Ellen Adler

PRAYER BOOK DON ATI ON S
Please make a check out to WJC Sisterhood in the amount of $36.
Contact: Cheryl Natbony, 914-523-7940,
cnatbony@gmail.com

Maurice Zeitoun
From Ritchie, Lisa & Margot Zeitoun
Seymour Weissman
From Betty Weissman
Alfred Abood Shasha
From Robert Shasha

O N PLAN N I N G AH EAD

Rabbi Arnowitz Discretionary Fund
In honor of?

Make a sad event a bit easier to bear... Consider making arrangements now,
before there is an urgent need. The WJC Cemetery Association oversees our
beautiful and convenient cemetery.

all the honorees at Simchat Torah

For information, please contact one of us:
Miles Federman
Julie BenAvram
Sol Israel
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914-320-3276
914-220-2433
212-481-9777

Jill Caslin
914-698-6614
Ellie Rosenberg 914-967-4908
Walter Reichman 914-834-5029

www.wjcenter.org

from Sue & Abe Mizrahi
the clergy for High Holiday
remote services
from Andrew & Patricia Bauman
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Sam Toeman?s Bar Mitzvah

Florence Fund

Lonnie Fund

From Arielle & Jeremy Toeman

In memory of?
Clara Ines Salazar
From Alynn & Ben Perl
Maria & Norman Edelson

In honor of?

Alan & Janet Arnowitz
the marriage of
Daniel Mizrachi & Alissa Auerbach
From Cathy Dobkins

Ilana Forchheimer?s engagement
to Bradley Goldman
From Ritchie, Lisa & Margot Zeitoun
In memory of?

From Ruth Obernbreit & Bob Glass

General Fund
In honor of?
Rabbi Jeffrey Segelman

Doris Oppenheimer?s 99th Birthday

From Leba Wise

From Jeffrey & Karen Arouh

a speedy recovery to Jose Luis Fonseca

From Irene & Stanley Wiener

Ilonne Arouh
Dara & Russell Arouh, Micah & Leah

the birth of Gideon Lester Eisenbruch

In appreciation of the WJC Community

Libby Salkin

From Adria & Harvey Pass

From Roslyn & Henry Brendzel

From Aleza & Leor Kulp

With thanks to Rabbi Arnowitz for

In memory of?

making Sabrina?s Bat Mitzvah so special

George Babchik

Social Justice Action Fund
In honor of?

From Julie & Andrew Musicus

From Paul Babchik

the birth of Coby (Jacob) Rabino
From Ruth Obernbreit & Bob Glass

With thanks to Rabbi Arnowitz
for conducting a beautiful
& meaningful Unveiling Service,

Religious School Enhancement Fund
In honor of?
Our Children & Grandchildren
From Marilyn & Bob Reader

in memory of Martin Freiman
From Leslie Porosoff
In memory of?
Eric Weintraub, and with thanks for
the loan of your Torah

ECC Nursery Fund
In honor of?
the birth of Jonah Alexander Berkowitz
From Ritchie, Lisa,& Margot Zeitoun

From Michael Weintraub

Passover Fund
In honor of?

& Susan Brecher

the marriage of

Beverly Krasner

Daniel Mizrachi & Alissa Auerbach

From Richard Krasner

From Ritchie, Lisa & Margot Zeitoun

a speedy recovery to Jose Luis Fonseca
From Gail & Marty Marcus
Sabrina Musicus?Bat Mitzvah
From Melinda & Stewart Goldman
In memory of?
Elise Luskin
From Martin Luskin
Simon Lee Silver
From Jeffrey Silver

Violet Sassoon
Charles B. Singer

Holocaust Learning Center Fund
In memory of?

From Marla & Robert Sassoon

Erna Obernbreit

Lillian Marcus

From Ruth Obernbreit Glass

From Martin Marcus

Dovid ben Hehnoch

Betty Schott

From Dan Berkowitz

From Marla & Robert Sassoon

From Doris Oppenheimer

David Berkowitz

Moritz Schott

From Dan Berkowitz

From Doris Oppenheimer
Stanley Adler, with heartfelt
thanks to Rabbi Arnowitz
for his caring and support over
the past year

Adult Education Fund
In honor of?
my son, Jacques Steinberg?s
newest book
From Edythe Steinberg

From the Adler Family
House Fund
In memory of?
Charles Rosenberg
From Jacolyn Levin
Ellie Rosenberg
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in this weekend's Hearts of Hope Mitzvah
Project for WJC Families. Our families
performed a heartfelt mitzvah and gave back
to the community! These decorated hearts
will be distributed to recipients in our area in
need of hope and kindness

Shop Online & Save for Hanukkah
CAROL FASMAN

SISTERHOOD

You can now shop the Sisterhood Gift Shop online with our new Hanukkah
online catalog, offering everything for your home and gift-giving, featuring
beautiful items for your celebrations! Here?s the big bonus? all Hanukkah items
over $10 are 20%off!
To view the catalog, please visit www.wjcenter.org/ HanukkahGiftShop.
Once you?ve selected your items, please email Carol Fasman at
WJCGiftShopSales@gmail.com to make a purchase. Once the purchase is
confirmed, they can be picked up at the WJC main office during regular office
hours or we can deliver any purchases within five miles of WJC.
Would you prefer to shop in person? No problem! Appointments are available
to visit the Gift Shop weekdays from 10:00am-5:00pm and Sunday mornings
10:00am-12:00pm. Call Carol to schedule: 914-450-6661.
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